
Moretown Gardens
St Katherine Docks

Connecting humans and nature 
to promote mental and physical well being

By Outerspace (incorporating Beaux Arts Landscape) for Resolution Property 2020 



Creating a Utopian work place for 
the twenty first century, where all 
the campus ‘residents’  feel equal, 
comfortable, calm, enriched, 
happy, and connected to nature

Supporting play, socialisation and 
mental well being.

Plan of Thomas More’s Utopia

The Moretown Landscape
Taking Thomas More’s Utopinan vision into the twentyfirst century work place



Into softer, greener and 
enlivened gardens

Transforming hard, grey, 
inactive office courtyards ...



Promoting relaxation, socialisation & play 
whilst connecting staff with nature

HUMAN
NATURE

lunchtime gossip

time alone 
for some privacy

playing table tennis
meeting new friendswatching others

flirting

yoga & pilates



Campus 
Strategy
Creating a series of sub spaces supporting 
play and socialisation in a welcoming & tranquil environment:

1. Arrival Space
2. Relaxation Garden
3. Play Piazza
4. Cascading staircase



RELAXATION 
GARDEN

PLAY PIAZZA

ARRIVAL
SPACE

Creating a cohesive Campus with a sequence of Gardens 
Supporting a sense of arrival, relaxation and play



Arrival 
Space
Welcoming, enriching, directional



Arrival Space: before and after visualisations



Arrival Space: 
Completed scheme 



Arrival Space: completed scheme



Relaxation  
Garden
Calm, tranquil, secluded, intimate



Relaxation Garden: before and after visualisations



Relaxation Garden: 
Completed scheme featuring Chill Dome and lush planting





Relaxation Garden: 
Sensory planting to create an ambience of tranquility and calm

Relaxation Garden: 
Completed scheme



Play 
Piazza
Vibrant, active, playful, fun



Play Piazza: before and after visualisations



Play Piazza: 
Completed scheme promoting socialisation and play 



Play Piazza: 
Completed scheme



The cascading stairs

Cascading
Stairs
Enlivening, pocket socialisation



Cascading stairs: before and after visualisations



Cascading Stairs: 
Completed scheme



Cascading stairs: 
completed scheme

Cascading Stairs: 
Completed scheme



Cascading Stairs: 
Completed scheme



So in summary 
we have created a 
Utopinan work place to ...



relax   play   socialise
and be connected to nature



Outerspace

The Boathouse
27 Ferry Road
Teddington
TW11 9NN

T 020 8973 0070
E info@outerspaceuk.com

www.outerspaceuk.com


